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Two methods for the measurement of 2JNCa and 1JNCa in 15N/ been to develop methods allowing the direct measureme
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13C-labeled small and medium-size proteins are described. The
current approach is based on simplified 13Ca-coupled 15N HSQC
spectra, where the two 2JNCa doublets are separated into two
ubspectra corresponding to the a and b spin states of the resi-

due’s own a carbon. The displacement of the two 2JNCa doublets
between the two subspectra provides an accurate value for 1JNCa.
The a/b filtration is achieved by taking the sum and difference of
he recorded complementary in-phase and antiphase J-coupled

spectra. J-multiplication is utilized in one of the proposed meth-
ods. In this method, an additional coupling evolution period,
which is incremented in concert with t1, is included in the pulse
sequence making it possible to scale the peak-to-peak
separation. © 2001 Academic Press

Key Words: NMR; a/b filtration; IPAP method; S3CT; HSQC;
coupling constant; ubiquitin; J-multiplication; protein.

INTRODUCTION

The determination of protein structure with NMR sp
troscopy is traditionally based on the use of NOE
torsion angle constraints (1, 2). The torsion angles are o
tained by converting the measured coupling const
(homo- or heteronuclear) over three bonds (3J) into torsion
angle information with Karplus equations (3, 4). Recently
methods that allow accurate measurement of couplings
one (1J) or two bonds (2J) have been presented (5–14). The

ne- and two-bond couplings can be used in struc
alculations, especially when the protein is dissolve
riented media (15, 16). In a weakly aligned system t
bserved coupling has contributions from both scalar
ipolar couplings. The residual dipolar coupling (1D or 2D),

resulting from incomplete rotational averaging, conta
unique structural information, i.e., orientation of the in
nuclear vector with respect to the molecular alignment
sor (15, 16). The residual couplings can be readily retrie
by monitoring the difference between the couplings m
sured from the sample in isotropic and anisotropic pha

Since protein structure determination usually starts
sequential assignment, an assigned15N HSQC spectrum
available in the early phase of the work. Therefore, our aim
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the desired couplings from the two-dimensional15N–1H corre-
ation experiments with spectra superficially resembling
ormal 15N HSQC spectrum, without prior knowledge of f

1H or 13C assignments. These methods include the mea
ment of 1JHN, 1JNC9,

1JNCa,
2JHNC9,

2JNCa,
1JC9Ca, and3JHNHa, just

o mention some (14, 17–22).
In principle, the heteronuclear coupling between the

trogen anda-carbon of the same residue can be meas
from a 13C-coupled15N HSQC spectrum. Simplification
the cross-peak pattern can be achieved using carbony
coupling during thet 1 period. As a result, couplings only
thea-carbon of the same residue (i ), as well to thea-carbon
of the preceding residue (i 2 1), evolve. Thus, the corr
lation peak is split into four lines in the indirectly detec
dimension. Now the1JNCa (9 –12 Hz) and2JNCa (6 –9 Hz) can
be measured, provided that the linewidth in thef 1 dimension
allows the separation of all four lines. In practice, howe
all four lines are seldom resolved, even for small prote
and the multiplet appears as a broad triplet. One solutio
further simplify the multiplet structure is to separate
doublets originating from2JNCa into two subspectra wit
respect to larger1JNCa. This can be accomplished by p
forming a/b filtration with respect to Ca(i )’s spin state

rior to the 13Ca-coupled 15N HSQC. The resulting tw
spectra, corresponding to thea and b states of Ca(i ) spin,
would then both contain cross peaks split by2JNCa, and the
displacement of2JNCa doublets in thef 1 dimension betwee
the two subspectra would determine1JNCa. Such pulse se
quences, enabling the separation of thea and b states o
Ca(i ) prior to 15N HSQC, can be constructed from t
sensitivity-enhanced13C–HSQC–TOCSY–15N–HSQC se
quence by modifying the13C HSQC period in order to obta
the separation of thea andb states utilizing either the IPA
(8) or the S3CT approach (10, 23, 24). Essentially, the ke
idea behind the resulting pulse sequence is quite simil
the sequences designed for the measurement of pr
heteronucleus or proton–proton coupling constants
sented by Sørensenet al., Xu et al., and Kozminskiet al.
10, 11, 23, 25–27). The pulse sequences used in this w
re presented in Fig. 1.
1090-7807/01 $35.00
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PULSE SEQUENCES
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55MEASUREMENT OF 1JNCa AND 2JNCa FROM A 15N HSQC SPECTRUM
All of the pulse sequences presented in Fig. 1 begin w
modified INEPT period. A band-selective 180° pulse applie
Ca frequencies is used to maximize the exclusive coher
transfer from Ha’s to amide protons later in the sequen

hase-cycling of the13C 90° pulse after the first delay 2D
nsures that all the detectable magnetization originates

13C-bound protons and not from Ha’s bound to 12C due to
incomplete 13C enrichment. A spin-state-selective filter
length 2D 5 1⁄21JCH is subsequently applied utilizing either
IPAP (8) or the S3CT approach (10, 23, 24) (Figs. 1A and 1B
respectively). Two separate experiments are recorded
where the heteronuclear antiphase magnetization is refo
(”in-phase” spectrum, or IP spectrum) and an other one w
it is left unperturbed (”antiphase” spectrum, or AP spectr
prior to TOCSY mixing. During thez-filtered TOCSY mixing
period thea-proton magnetization is transferred to the am

roton. The isotropic mixing is followed by sensitivity-e
anced, gradient-selected15N HSQC. During thet 1 period, the

15N chemical shifts as well as coupling constants1JNCa and
2JNCa evolve, whereas couplings to carbonyl carbons are-
coupled. The resulting correlation peak in the IP spectru
in-phasewith respect to both1JNCa and2JNCa in the f 1 domain
Correspondingly, the correlation peak of the AP spectru
in-phasewith respect to2JNCa, but antiphasewith respect to
1JNCa. Thus, by taking the sum and difference of the
experiments, subspectra correspondinga andb states of Ca(i )
an be constructed and1JNCa can be readily measured from
1 frequency displacement of 2D correlation peaks betwee

two subspectra. If13C decoupling is not applied during t
cquisition, the proposed methods also allow the measure
f 2JHNCa(i ) and3JHNCa(i21), provided that the resolution in thef 2

domain is sufficient. These couplings can be retrieved fro
E.COSY-type tilt, i.e., frequency separation in thef 2 domain o
the 2JNCa doublet gives the value for3JHNCa(i21) and f 2 separa-

FIG. 1. The pulse sequences for the IPAP13Ca(i ) a/b-TOCSY 15N SE–HS
mult-TOCSY 15N SE–HSQC (C) sequence. Sequences A and C use the
is utilized. Narrow (wide) bars correspond to 90° (180°) hard rectangu
g0–g11. The white half-ellipse on the1H channel represents the selective 9

13.0 (center of the15N spectral region), and 56.0 ppm (center of the13Ca reg
nversion of Ca’s, whereas the black half ellipse during thet 1 period indicate
x-phase unless otherwise indicated. Delays:DCH 5 1⁄41JCH, DNH 5 1⁄41JNH, t 1 5
of 15N during the acquisition was accomplished using the GARP-1 sequ
A by replacing thet 1 period in A with the period shown in C. Carbonyl de
performed utilizing the off-resonance SEDUCE-1 decoupling field (36). k (C) i

y applying one13C 180° pulse indicated by a black rectangle or two13C 180
nd C). For all schemes, the IP and AP data were collected in an interlea

nto two subspectra. The phase cycle employed for sequences A and CF 1 5
andF 5 5 2y for the AP experiment;F 6 5 2(x), 2(2x), F 7 5 x, receive
for sequence B is the same as for A and C exceptF 3 5 8(x), 8(2x) for the I
for the IP experiment andF 4 5 8(x), 8(2x) for the AP experiment,F 5 5 2
the N- and P-type coherences are recorded separately by inverting the s
via the States–TPPI method (37) by inverting the phaseF6 and receiver on
a
at
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b states of Ca(i ) gives the value for2JHNCa(i ). However, sinc
the 2JNCa is usually relatively small, it may be tedious
measure3JHNCa(i21) from the poorly resolved2JNCa doublet.

The advantage of the S3CT method over the IPAP approa
lies in the equal amount of pulses involved in recording th
and AP spectra. This can be of importance when the13C pulses

re not properly calibrated or if the RF inhomogenity of the13C
coil is substantial. On the other hand, when the S3CT elemen
is used, the separation of subspectra corresponding toa andb
states fails for glycine residues. Thus, when the AP spectr
recorded, the passive heteronuclear one-bond coupling1JCaHa(2)

between Ca and the seconda-proton Ha(2) of glycine evolve
during the S3CT period. After the S3CT element, the glycin
magnetization is described by the product oper
Hx

a(1)Hz
a(2)Cx

a, which does not allowa/b separation, where
the corresponding product operator for non-glycine residu
Hx

aCz
a. Due to this aforementioned drawback, we prefer

IPAP approach.
The 2JNCa’s are generally too small to be observed as w

separated in-phase doublets in the two subspectra. It is po
to circumvent this problem by modifying the pulse seque
presented in Fig. 1A (and Fig. 1B as well) with an additio
evolution step for the multiplication of1JNCa and 2JNCa

(17, 18, 28, 29). The pulse sequence with theJ-multiplication
period is presented in Fig. 1C. This pulse sequence inc
additional time period, (k 2 1)* t 1 (which is incremented i
synchrony witht 1), during which the couplings between nit-

en and aliphatic carbons are modulated. The resulting IP
P datasets are similar to those obtained without the mul
ation; however, observed couplings1JNCa and 2JNCa in the f 1

dimension are scaled up by a factor ofk. Furthermore, cros
correlation between15N CSA and 15N–13Ca DD relaxation
mechanisms is largely suppressed during the (k 2 1)* t 1

period. Because of an inherent broadening of thef 1 linewidths
ue to the additional incremented delay, this method ma

(A), S3CT 13Ca(i ) a/b-TOCSY 15N SE–HSQC (B), and IPAP13Ca(i ) a/b-JNCa–
AP period as a spin-state-selective element, whereas in sequence B,3CT period
pulses. Gradient pulses are represented by narrow white half-ellipsesoted by
inc pulse on water resonance. The1H, 15N, and13C carrier positions are 4.7 (wate
). The gray half ellipse on the13C channel indicates a band-selective pulse
carbonyl selective, off-resonance, one-lobe sinc 180° pulse. All the puls
cremented delay,t g1, t g25 gradient duration plus recovery delay. Decoup
ce (. TheJ-multiplied experiment is constructed from the sequence presen
pling during the multiplication period andt 1 in theJ-multiplied experiment wa
eJ-multiplication factor. The in- (IP) and antiphase (AP) datasets are obt
ulses indicated by white rectangles included in the IPAP period (seque
manner and subsequently added and subtracted to separate the multiponents

(x), 4(2x), F 2 5 x, 2x, F 3 5 8(x), 8(2x), F 5 5 x for the IP experimen
x, 2(2x), x, 2x, 2(x), 2x, 2x, 2(x), 2x, x, 2(2x), x. The phase cyc
xperiment andF 3 5 8(y), 8(2y) for the AP experiment,F 4 5 8(y), 8(2y)
for the IP experiment andF 5 5 y for the AP experiment. In all experimen
of gradient g8 and the phaseF7 in synchrony. Axial peak displacement was obtai

ery second increment.
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be suitable for proteins with fast15N transverse relaxation. This
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56 HEIKKINEN, PERMI, AND KILPELÄINEN
could be circumvented by utilizing the TROSY principle (30)
n the highest magnetic fields. The proposed scheme cou
asily modified to select the most slowly relaxing15N–1H cross

peak by replacing the SE–HSQC scheme with the sensit
enhanced, gradient-selected TROSY scheme (31–33). The ac
uracy of2JNCa measurement using the multiplication appro

is superior to that of the nonmultiplied experiment, as2JNCa is
measured from the peak-to-peak separation of the in-p
doublet, especially when the measured coupling is compa
to the linewidth. Therefore, in the nonmultiplied experim
this peak-to-peak separation underestimates the true2JNCa. On
the other hand, there is not such a dramatic difference bet
the accuracy of1JNCa measurements using the multiplied
nonmultiplied experiment, as this coupling is measured
the f 1 displacement of 2D correlations between the two-
pectra.
Schematic 2D contour subspectra illustrating the outcom

he described experiments are shown in Fig. 2. Displacem
f contours in thef 2 dimension are due to couplings2JHNCa(i )

and3JHNCa(i21) and can be removed by applying13C decoupling
during the detection period. The factorsk andf correspond t
the multiplication factor and the factor used in postproces
respectively. The AP spectrum is sketched to have lo
intensity than the IP spectrum. This mimics the true situa
when the proposed pulse sequences are used. After ad
subtraction of the IP and AP datasets, spin-state-selective
spectra are obtained, with the positive residual compo
corresponding to the undesired spin state. The origin of r
ual, undesired component as well as its removal is desc
later in the text.

In order to obtain pure subspectra associated with thea and
b spin states of Ca(i ), intensity imbalance between the IP a

P spectra must be minimized. Such an imbalance can
rom various sources, including the difference between the

1JCaHa and the value used to tune the IPAP element, cros
originating from passive spin flips (8, 23, 25), TOCSY or

OESY transfer from other protons than Ha’s during the
sotropic mixing period, and pulse imperfections, as we
mperfections in spectrometer performance. The perform
f the IPAP filter was experimentally confirmed by replac

he last INEPT period of the constant-time13C HSQC (Ca

FIG. 2. Schematic 2D contour subspectra to illustrate the outcome o
ulse sequences presented in Fig. 1. Narrow and wide circles represent p
nd negative cross peaks, respectively. In- and antiphase are marked
nd AP, respectively. The absolute intensity of the cross peak is smaller
P spectrum than in the IP spectrum (see text). This results in incom
limination of the lines corresponding to the undesired spin state when

ion/subtraction is performed to create spin-state-selective subspectr
ositive residual signals can be suppressed in postprocessing by weight
P spectrum with a factorf . 1.0 prior to addition/subtraction to create cle
ubspectra. The factork is the multiplication factor used in the pulse seque
resented in Fig. 1C.
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57MEASUREMENT OF 1JNCa AND 2JNCa FROM A 15N HSQC SPECTRUM
band-selective 180° pulse was used in the first INEPT pe
with the IPAP period and omitting the13C decoupling durin

cquisition. Two experiments were performed in an interle
anner to record both IP and AP spectra. Thus, the add
nd subtraction of these two experiments give the subsp
orresponding to13C in either thea or the b state in thef 2

dimension. Figure 3 shows traces of thef 2 coupleda/b-filtered
13C CT–HSQC subspectra of the15N/13C-labeled ubiquitin
Comparison of the 1D traces clearly shows that the quali
a/b filtration is excellent, as there is practically no residual
corresponding to the undesired spin state. A similara/b filtra-
tion performance was observed for all Ca’s. This observatio
agrees well with the previously shown fact that the IP
element is very tolerant toJ-mismatches, i.e., deviation b
tween the the actual1JCaHa and the value used to optimize
IPAP period (8). It should be noted that the crosstalk exc
sively originating from theJ-mismatch would be observed
a small residual cross peak with intensity opposite to the
cross peak corresponding to the selected spin state. A
undesired components in spectra recorded using the pre
experiments have the same sign as the desired ones, the
inant intensity imbalance between the IP and AP spectra
inates from other previously mentioned sources. It is q
usual that the band-selective carbon pulse also inverts
carbons than exclusively Ca’s. This will make the TOCSY an
ROESY transfers from other protons than Ha’s possible. Thes

FIG. 3. 1D traces from thef 2-coupleda/b-filtered 13C CT–HSQC subsp
arbon traces A,B and C,D were taken at 52.6 and 59.8 ppm, respective

he IP and AP datasets. Correspondingly, traces B and D are extracted
ith same symbol (*, **, #, ##) belong to the same proton. Pulse widths
o 13C decoupling was applied during the acquisition, whereas15N decouplin

9100.0 Hz (13C). The f 2-coupleda/b-filtered 13C CT–HSQC experiment w
podization function was used in both dimensions and the matrix was ze
elaxation delays of 28 ms and 1.0 s were used, respectively.
d)

d
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of
e

-

e
the
ted

om-
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er

magnetization transfer mechanisms will enhance the c
peak intensity in the IP spectra since couplings between15N
and other aliphatic carbons in side chains are very sma
minimize the interference from possible ROESY transfer
DIPSI-2rc sequence (34) was utilized. To suppress interferen
originating from the TOCSY transfer, the mixing time sho
be set as short as possible, still ensuring a reasonable s
to-noise ratio. This approach suppresses the ROESY tra
even further.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The pulse sequences presented in Fig. 1 were tested
1.0 mM solution of uniformly15N/13C-labeled human ubiquit
(VLI Reseach, 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer in 90% H2O/
10% D2O at pH 5.3). Selected regions of the ubiquitin spe
recorded using the pulse sequence presented in Figs. 1
1C are shown in Fig. 4. The IP spectrum is shown in Fig.
In principle, this spectrum is similar to the Ca-coupled 15N
HSQC. The expected four-line patterns (see Fig. 2) appe
broad triplets, prohibiting the measurement of1JNCa and2JNCa.
The a/b-filtered spectra of the same region are presente
Figs. 4B and 4C. Now the two2JNCa doublets can be detect
separately and thus2JNCa can be, in principle, measured fro
each spectrum. In practice, the measured couplings,2JNCa, are
biased toward too small values due to reasons discusse

a of15N/13C-labeled ubiquitin. The pulse sequence setup is described in th
races A and C correspond to spin-state-selective subspectrum generatmming
2D spectrum obtained by subtracting the IP and AP datasets. Spectrarked

wer levels, and carrier positions are the same as described in the lege. 4.
as accomplished using GARP-1 (35). The spectral width was 5497.5 (1H) and
acquired using 16 transients and 1024 (1H) 3 250 (13C) points. A cosine be
filled to 4096 (1H) 3 1024 (13C) points prior to Fourier transform. Constant-time
ectr
ly. T
from
, po
g w
as
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58 HEIKKINEN, PERMI, AND KILPELÄINEN
FIG. 4. Expansions of spectra recorded from 1.0 mM uniformly15N/13C-labeled ubiquitin, 90/10% H2O/D2O, 30°C at 600 MHz. (A) The IP spectrum w
ecorded using the IPAP13Ca(i ) a/b-TOCSY 15N SE–HSQC sequence. (B) Sum and (C) difference of the IP and AP datasets from the IPAP13Ca(i ) a/b-TOCSY

15N SE–HSQC experiment show a clear separation of the multiplet components into two subspectra according to the spin states of Ca(i ). (D) Sum and (E
difference of IP and AP datasets recorded using the IPAP13Ca(i ) a/b-JNCa–mult-TOCSY15N SE–HSQC sequence. A multiplication factor ofk 5 2.5 was use
(D–E). The up- and downfield multiplet components in the multiplied experiment appear in different spectra compared to the nonmultiplied experim. The IP
and AP datasets were collected in an interleaved manner and a compensation factor of 1.20 was used to weight the AP dataset prior to addition/suon. The
spectra were acquired using a Varian Unity INOVA 600 spectrometer. Spectral widths in both experiments were 8000 (1H) and 2000 Hz (15N). The IPAP13Ca(i )

a/b-TOCSY 15N SE–HSQC (A–C) and the IPAP13Ca(i ) a/b-JNCa mult-TOCSY 15N SE–HSQC (D–E) experiments were acquired using 48 transients an
(1H) 3 512 (15N) points and 64 transients and 832 (1H) 3 250 (15N) points, respectively. A cosine bell apodization function was used in both dimensio
matrices were zero filled to 4096 (1H) 3 4096 (15N) points prior to Fourier transform. Selective pulses (shape, duration, RF power): The Ca band-selective puls
adiabatic sech/tanh (38), sweep width 30 ppm, 1.0 ms, 4.2 kHz), water-selective pulse (one-lobe sinc, 1.1 ms, 380 Hz), selective off-resonance 180
arbonyls (one-lobe sinc, 80.8ms, 9.6 kHz), selective off-resonance carbonyl decoupling (SEDUCE-1 (36), 1.5 kHz). The DIPSI-2rc mixing (34) was applied
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59MEASUREMENT OF 1JNCa AND 2JNCa FROM A 15N HSQC SPECTRUM
Fig. 1A (and the sequence presented in Fig. 1B as well) sh
be used cautiously to measure values for2JNCa. On the othe
hand, as1JNCa is measured from the frequency difference in
f 1 axis between the midpoints of2JNCa doublets in twoa/b-
filtered spectra, the accuracy of this measurement is good
to the intensity imbalance between the IP and AP dataset
resulting spectra contain, in addition to the peaks of the de
spin state, residual positive signals corresponding the fil
spin state. These residual signals can be suppressed by w
ing the AP spectrum by factorf . 1.0 prior to addition
subtraction (23). This procedure is schematically presente
Fig. 2. Because the TOCSY mixing time was kept short
ms), i.e., to minimize transfer from protons other than Ha’s, it
could be assumed that the main source for crosstalk causi
positive residual component is passive spin flips. As this e
is dependent on local motions within the protein struct
different weighting factors may be needed for each amino
residue in order to obtain precise values for1JNCa and2JNCa. In

ractice, however, one or two values is sufficient (23). In this
ork we chose to use only one value (f 5 1.20) tocompen
ate the intensity difference, which enabled good overall
ression of the undesired component. In our hands, exte

he mixing time from 28 to 47 ms resulted in the need f
ompensation factorf 5 1.40. The determination of th
eighting factor by trial and error is quite straightforward if
ndesired component is resolved in thef 1 domain. Howeve
hen thef 1 linewidths increase, it is more difficult to estim

the correction factor due to the broad principle componen
such a case the overall shape of the cross peak shou
considered to find a proper value for the weighting factor

The values for1JNCa and 2JNCa measured from correlatio
peaks shown in Fig. 4 are presented in Table 1. In ord
measure1JCNa and 2JNCa from spectra shown in Figs. 4B–4
he peak positions were determined using a peak-top int
ation program incorporated into standard Varian Vnmr6
oftware (except for residue I23 in spectra recorded usin
equence presented in Fig. 1A). The cross peak I23 bec
isible with the lower contour threshold. The values for2JNCa

were measured from both sum (Table 1,2JNCa(Sum)) and differ-
ence (Table 1,2JNCa(Dif) ) spectra obtained using theJ-multiplied
experiment and an average (Table 1,2JNCa(Av)) was calculated
No attempts were made to measure these couplings
spectra in Figs. 4B and 4C as the in-phase doublets conta
this information are not sufficiently resolved and thus
obtained values will have a bias to smaller values rather
the true coupling. The values for1JNCa results (Table 1,1JNCa)
obtained using both methods are in good agreement, indic

for 28 ms at an RF power of 9.3 kHz. Delays: relaxation delay5 1.0 s,DCH 5
(durations): g05 16.0 G/cm (0.5 ms), g15 11.2 G/cm (0.5 ms), g25 6.0 G/c
0.25 ms), g65 16.0 G/cm (1.0 ms), g75 22 G/cm (1.0 ms), g85 26 G/cm
0.25 ms). All of the gradients were block shaped.15N-decoupling during a
ld
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that both methods are equally suitable for measuring1JNCa.
However, in order to measure2JNCa reliably, the pulse se-
quence presented in Fig. 1C is preferred. If the correlation
is relatively weak in the nonmultiplied experiment, the a
tional line broadening in theJ-multiplied experiment can cau
a significant decrease in sensitivity (Figs. 4D and 4E, res
I23, N25, and I30). It is worth mentioning that multiplicati
of 2JNCa can, depending on the scaling factor, sometime-
troduce overlap, which prevents the measurement of the
pling (Table 1, residues E16 and V26). It should be noted
up- and downfield multiplet components in theJ-multiplied
experiment appear in different subspectra compared to
spectra obtained without multiplication. This is due to
additional 180°13C pulse applied during the multiplicati
period (Fig. 1C).

The presented methods allow rapid and reliable mea
ment of 2JNCa, and especially1JNCa, from 15N HSQC-type
spectra with simplified multiplet structures. Proposed met
enable more accurate determination of2JNCa and1JNCa than the

1JNCa and 2JNCa Values Measured from Spectra Shown in Fig. 4

A B

Residue 1JNCa
2JNCa(Dif)

2JNCa(Sum)
2JNCa(Av)

1JNCa

K11 11.6 5.7 5.7 5.7 11.9
T14 11.3 8.1 8.0 8.1 11.4
E16 10.2 9.4 9.3 9.4 10.b

I23 12.0a 6.8 7.3 7.1 12.2c

N25 10.2 5.8 5.8 5.8 10.5
V26 9.3 — — — —d

I30 9.9 5.1 4.4 4.8 11.3e

R42 10.6 9.0 9.2 9.1 10.
K48 11.5 6.0 5.8 5.9 11.4
Q49 11.0 9.1 8.5 8.8 11.
E51 11.2 8.7 8.4 8.6 11.
R74 10.9 7.5 7.4 7.5 10.

Note.Column A presents1JNCa values obtained using the pulse seque
illustrated in Fig. 1A. Column B contains results obtained using thJ-
multiplied experiment presented in Fig. 1C.

a Weak cross peaks with distorted doublet shape and peak position
determined manually.

b Overlap with the cross peak of V26 in theJ-multiplied spectra.
c Weak cross peaks with distorted doublet shape in theJ-multiplied exper-

iment.
d Overlap with the cross peak of E16 in theJ-multiplied experiment; th

correlation of V26 is much weaker than E16; thus no estimates forJNCa’s could
e given.

e Distorted cross-peak shape in theJ-multiplied experiment.

72 ms,DNH 5 2.63 ms,t g1 5 2.69 ms, andt g2 5 0.350 ms. Gradient strengt
0.5 ms), g35 23.0 G/cm (0.5 ms), g45 16.1 G/cm (0.3 ms), g55 13.8 G/cm
.5 ms), g95 4 G/cm (0.5 ms), g105 6.0 G/cm (0.5 ms), g115 26.0 G/cm

isition was achieved using GARP-1 (35).
1.
m (

(2
cqu
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from the multiplets in the resolution-enhancedf 1 domain of the
Ca-coupled 15N HSQC. The quite recently introduced sp
state-selective method (14) enabled the measurement of1JNCa

and 2JNCa with improved accuracy. With this aforemention
ethod, better accuracy is obtained for2JNCa than for1JNCa, as

he latter is measured from peak-to-peak separation o
n-phase doublet. In this respect, better accuracy coul
btained for1JNCa using the current methods if the linewidth

the 15N dimension prevents a proper separation of the1JNCa

doublet components, since the currently proposed me
allow this coupling to be measured from the cross-peak
placement in thef 1 domain between the two spin-state-se-
tive subspectra. Since the current methods rely on editing
respect to the1H–13C spin pair, they are not suitable
perdeuterated samples. Transfer via TOCSY is also mo
ficient for Ha–HN moiety residing ina-helical regions o

rotein than for the protons inb-sheet substructures due to
difference in3JHNHa. Measurement of inherently small2JNCa in
larger proteins with large linewidths will be tedious with
presented methods, as the information is extracted from
peak-to-peak separation of the in-phase doublet. The mea
ment of 1JNCa will still be possible and accurate as the1JNCa

doublet components are separated according to the spin s
Ca in two separate spectra.
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